
 

 

 

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

       We are your cybersecurity experts. 
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NETWORK SECURITY MONITORING 

OVERVIEW  

What is Network Security Monitoring? 

1.  Rules Based attack detection  

❖            Over 37,000 rules in over 40 categories.  

❖            Very low false positive rating  

❖            Emphasis on fingerprinting actual malware / C2 / exploit kits              

❖            Daily updates 

2.  Analysis Framework  

❖             Tells us what’s happening on the network as a whole 

❖             Consolidates, and categorizes all data seen on the network  

3. Agents 

❖             Logs are stored separately from your servers 

❖             Event Logs are parsed in real time 

4. Full Packet Capture 

❖               All data seen by the sensor is logged to disk 

❖               Allows us to recreate events  

5. Syslog Data 

❖              Our SEIM can accept all syslog data 

6. Threat Intelligence  

❖              Extensive threat intelligence data 

 

How do we alert you? 

❖ We link to your ticketing system 

❖ We will both call and email if it is serious 

❖ We will walk you through resolving the issue and let you know when it’s solved 

 

We are like an extension of your IT staff 

❖ We see things you don’t have time to watch 

❖ We are always watching 

❖ Our experts help you solve problems quickly 

❖ We are here if you have any IT questions 
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HARDWARE  

Clearnetwork:NSM uses a few different hardware specifications. Depending on network link speed 
being monitored and user population, a sensor can be customized to suit the needs of any location. 

Our Clearnetwork:NSM console is deployed on a separate server if there is more than one sensor, the 
reason for this is to not hinder sensor performance in busy environments. 

For the Clearnetwork:NSM detection sensor a Dell R230 series server is used. The default server has 32 
GB of RAM and the fastest quad core CPU available at the time of procurement. An Intel PRO 1000 
network card is used to insure reliable packet captures from the network. One single terabyte drive and 
one four terabyte data drive are included.  

The Clearnetwork:NSM log sensor is a VMWare ESX virtual machine with a thin provisioned 300GB hard 
disk, 8GB of ram and a quad core CPU. This of course can be fully customized to match the logging 
demands of each environment.  

 

SOFTWARE  

Clearnetwork:NSM uses many pieces of software most of which are proprietary in nature. Here we will 
discuss core components that enable the Clearnetwork:NSM system. 

DETECTION 

At its core, Clearnetwork:NSM uses SNORT. SNORT is the defacto standard when it comes to intrusion 
prevention/detection software. The engine is fast, reliable and feature rich. The user community is very 
strong with over 500,000 installations worldwide. This is the same software the DOD uses. 

When SNORT receives a packet, it is parsed against a list of preprocessors and or rules. If a rule matches, 
an alert is triggered and sent to the Clearnetwork:NSM console.  

For non rules based analysis Clearnetwork:NSM uses Bro IDS. Bro IDS provides a powerful network 
analysis framework with highly detailed logs. Bro gives Clearnetwork:NSM the ability to do high level 
analysis at the application layer.  

ANALYSIS 

Once an alert is in the console a number of tasks are performed to help qualify the data. Some tasks are 
as simple as doing a RDNS lookup, others are complex algorithms that analyze and compare data/events 
from the environment, and some algorithms analyze data from all environments using the 
Clearnetwork:NSM system.  Below is a list of the some of the information we process for events. 
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LOG ANALYSIS 

Unlike detection sensors that can have false positives, log events are real events. Clearnetwork:NSM’s 
log sensor has pre-defined rules looking for real log events. We can support any device or software that 
can send log data via syslog. As logs are sent to the system, the Clearnetwork:NSM engine is parsing 
each log event and matching them against a ruleset. When a rule match occurs the event is sent to the 
Clearnetwork:NSM management console for further processing.  

 

• Who-- Is the IP address a well-known hosting provider, public utility, or part of a state sponsored 
malware campaign? Who registered this IP, and what ASN does it belong to? 

 

• What-- Is the IP address acting like a victim bot, TOR node, or a malware CnC supernode? What 
domain names resolve to this IP address? 

 

• Where-- What part of the world does this IP originate from? 
 

• When- -When was the first behavior observed? When was the most recent? Is this IP address 
exhibiting a pattern over the last three years? Will this information change in the next hour? 

 

• Why-- Is this IP serving malware, or calling home? Is this IP part of a campaign to steal money, or 
deny service? 

 

• How-- How can the malicious activity related to this IP address be identified? 
 

• Category-- One or more of over 30 published, and 40 tracked categories. Categorization takes 
each entry beyond simple black/white listing, and provides a mechanism for the console to map 
entries to both malicious and non-malicious behaviors. Existence in multiple categories allows 
for the cross correlation of entries, and the increased validation of compromise indicators. 

 

• Timestamp-- Timestamps include the first time the entry was seen, as well as the most recent. 
These time stamps provide historical forensic context. Engineers can choose to take action 
based upon activity being current and active so incident responders can focus on entries in given 
timelines. 

• Confidence Score-- A scoring within a category that reflects fidelity and confidence that listed 
entry performed the categorized behavior. With reputation score, decisions and actions are not 
simply binary, they can reflect thresholds that map to a degree of certainty. Reputation score 
provides the engineers with an evidence-based mechanism to ensure the data is trustworthy. 

 
On many occasions alerts are handled manually by our engineers. We do not solely rely on automation, 
we have skilled staff that work through alert data. Once qualified, a ticket is opened using 
Clearnetwork’s own ticketing system and an email notification is sent to the customer. 
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RULE SET  

Clearnetwork:NSM licenses ProofPoint’s Emerging Threats rule set. 

  

• Next Generation Malware Protection – enables high-performance capabilities of the Snort and 
Suricata engine.  

• Greater CnC Coverage – provides the highest level of major malware family command and 
control coverage.  

• Daily Updates – unlike other vendors, the ET Pro Ruleset is updated daily, not weekly or bi-
weekly to ensure the most up-to-date malware protection for your network. 10 to 30+ new 
rules are released each day. 

• Time-tested – based on over a decade of malware research and expert ruleset writing.  

• The Most Extensive Ruleset Database – contains an average of 26,000 malware rules. One 
Source – non-aggregated (no 3rd party) verified data ensures original source and context. 

• Real-time – over 40 categories of current reputation and scores. 

• Accurate – advanced research methods, robust algorithms, the use of state-of-the-art malware 
sandbox and global sensor network feedback loop provide the lowest number of false 
positives. 

• Emphasis on compromises missed by traditional prevention methods. 
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DEPLOYMENT  

CONNECTING A DEVICE 

There are multiple methods one can use to connect an IDS to capture and monitor traffic. In any case, 
the IDS needs to gather network traffic to be analyzed. Two methods and the benefits of each are briefly 
discussed here. 
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The illustration shows a company with a single datacenter and one remote business office. The 
datacenter has a DMZ as well as local LAN subnets. The remote office consists of a single LAN for a small 
user population. 
 
The datacenter has a Clearnetwork:NSM Remote Management Console with its management interface 
plugged into the DMZ and a Clearnetwork:NSM IDS Sensor plugged into the LAN. The console requires 
https as well as ssh protocols be available inbound from the internet for rule updates and management 
of the sensors. We require the ports be filtered inbound allowing only specified IP addresses to gain 
access. The sensors management interface can be plugged in to the DMZ or anywhere on the LAN as 
long as it is routable. The detection interface will be using a TAP or a mirror port on your switch which 
will mirror data from the LAN interface of the firewall and send a copy to the sensor detection interface. 
Mirror ports are a quick and inexpensive way to get up and running. Be mindful that mirroring data is 
second priority for a switch, its primary purpose is to move packets between ports. Switch ports can be 
flooded with too much data Network causing the switch to just blindly drop packets instead of sending 
them to the detection interface. Taps are not commonly found in typical computer networks but may be 
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purchased. Taps are handy when you need to setup a hasty monitoring solution, perhaps to 
troubleshoot a problem. Taps are a reliable way to make sure the data you are expecting is actually 
being delivered. Most have large buffers which can handle the occasional burst in traffic. 
 
The remote business office has a Clearnetwork:NSM sensor located on the LAN. The detection interface 
is connected to a mirror port which copies data from the LAN interface of the firewall and sends the 
copied data to the detection interface. 
 
Deployments are all unique as no two networks are the same. Sensor placement requires a discussion 
about not only your internet connections but also your core assets and how best to protect them. Many 
companies are placing sensors at all attack vectors to the core assets, this allows visibility from all 
networks including internal user subnets. 


